PerfectSense® Feelwood
lacquered boards
A range for the senses

PerfectSense® Feelwood
lacquered boards
Your customers demand the naturalness and feel of wood but
still don’t want to do without the advantages of a matt lacquered
surface? These are precisely the reasons why you will be delighted
with our new PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered boards. They
combine the properties of our highest-quality products: The matt,
velvety-warm anti-fingerprint surface of PerfectSense Matt with
Feelwood textures synchronised to the decor image.
The matt lacquer finish allows you to use PerfectSense Feelwood
for all vertical applications. The new matt-textured product scores
points in the kitchen or bathroom, where furniture and interior
fittings have to withstand moisture and heat.
 For more information please visit
www.egger.com/perfectsense-feelwood

A range for the senses
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“

Our innovation reflects the trend of matt,
oiled real wood surfaces. It displays a
naturalness never before achieved on
a sustainable wood-based coreboard.

”

Klaus Monhoff Head of Decor and Design Management EGGER Group

An excellent product innovation
With this innovation, EGGER takes the natural look and feel of woodbased products to a completely new level. This has already been
underpinned by two awards: The PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered
boards received the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2021, and was
also named “Winner” at the German Innovation Awards 2021.

To the video

All our
shown and
mentioned
decors are reproductions.
All decors
shown
and mentioned
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Explore the
range for the senses
Our assortment seduces with six exclusive trend decors with matching edging.

H1760 TM28
Grey Noble Chestnut

»
The elegance of the H1760 TM28 Grey Noble
Chestnut is particularly well accentuated
through the use of mother-of-pearl pigments
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All decors shown and mentioned
are reproductions.

H3180 TM37
Brown Halifax Oak

»
The typical wind cracks give the
H3180 TM 37 Brown Halifax Oak its
recognisable, striking naturalness.

»

H1186 TM37
Dark Brown Garonne Oak

Black pores and cracks give the H1186 TM37
Dark Brown Garonne Oak its character.

 Order your samples at
www.egger.com/perfectsense-feelwood-sample
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 Order your samples at www.egger.com/perfectsense-feelwood-sample

With its planked look and discreet
share of sapwood, the H3311 TM28
Bleached Cuneo Oak adds an aura of
Scandinavian naturalness to any room.

»

The H3149 TM37 Smoked Riffian Oak is, thanks to its
natural elements, all about the PureNature trend.
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H3149 TM37
Smoked Riffian Oak

»

»

H3311 TM28
Bleached Cuneo Oak

U999 TM28 Black in an authentic-looking
solid wood texture not only sets elegant
accents, but also steps into the limelight.

U999 TM28
Black

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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Product properties
at a glance

The matt, velvety-warm lacquer surfaces with synchronised Feelwood
textures are even closer to nature and impress with their authentic look
and feel. Thanks to the low gloss level, wood reproductions obtain a
better reflective nature and a natural play of colours.

without PerfectSense Matt lacquer system

with PerfectSense Matt lacquer system

The PerfectSense Matt lacquer system gives the
surface its anti-fingerprint property, making it
particularly easy to clean.

 For more information please visit
www.egger.com/perfectsense-feelwood-product
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All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

Product structure

Protective film
UV top coat
Primer
Impregnated decorative paper
Soda kraftpaper
Eurospan E1E05 TSCA P2 CE
Soda kraftpaper
Impregnated decorative paper

More transparency:
89% materials from renewable resources
11% materials from fossil resources

68% regional wood origin

29% recycled material
42% by-products from the sawing industry
and pre-consumer recycled wood
29% fresh resources

100% verified legal wood origin
61% of which certified

More information available at www.egger.com/ecofacts

Thanks to its Eurospan core, PerfectSense Feelwood is 100 %
recyclable, enabling products to be recycled at the end of
their life and used to produce new Eurospan boards.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
Haptics and optics
 Velvety matt lacquer finish combined with
synchronised Feelwood textures
 Very low glosslevel
 More natural colour play with greater contrast
and depth
 Even closer to nature’s model
Surface properties
 Antibacterial surface property in accordance
with ISO 22196 (= JIS Z 2801)
 Insensitive to conventional stains
 Resistant to many cleaning agents
 Resistant to heat and moisture

Available textures
 TM28 Feelwood Nature Matt
 TM37 Feelwood Rift Matt
Stock availability:
 PerfectSense Feelwood lacquered boards in
2,800 × 2,070 × 18 mm
 ABS edges in 23 × 1 mm. Matched in terms of decor,
texture and gloss level

Anti-fingerprint property
 Virtually no fingerprint residue
 Reduced cleaning effort
 Particularly advantageous for dark decors
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The timeless look of the room is enhanced by the authentic
H3311 TM28 Bleached Cuneo Oak. Matt and high-gloss
U961 PM/PG Graphite Grey provide contrasting accents.
The EPC015 Light Waldeck Oak flooring offers a rounded
picture in a light natural tone.

H3311 TM28

U961 PM

F121 ST87
U705 ST9

H1760 TM28

EPL166

Bathrooms remain light, but not necessarily white. The matt look of the H1760 TM28 Grey
Noble Chestnut perfectly matches the grey washbasin used here. Its pearlescent shimmer
conveys value. The body in U705 ST9 Angora Grey has a neutral look, while the washbasin
itself is in dark F121 ST87 Anthracite Metal Rock. The EPL166 Light Grey Chicago Concrete floor
supports the light look of the room.
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All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

U961 PG

U961 PM

EPC015

H3149 TM37

The interplay of high-quality living
ambience with the rustic plank look of
the H3149 TM37 Smoked Riffian Oak
could be described as “Natural Luxury”.
Its natural shade allows combinations
with green-oriented uni colours, such
as U717 ST9 Dakar Grey. U999 PM Black
lends a feeling of modernity and high
quality. The EPL127 Dark Santino Stone
flooring picks up on the trend of dark,
elegant looks.

U717 ST9

U999 PM
EPL127
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U999 TM28

H1714 ST19

U999 PM

U999 TM28

EPL175

When it comes to enjoying leisure time and switching off, reduced
optics and balanced contrasts are in demand. In the process,
U999 TM28 Black provides a very surprising effect. Seen from
a distance, the surface looks like a uni colour. Only on closer
inspection does the light wooden appearance come into view,
creating a perfect interplay of nature and elegance – and with
a practical anti-fingerprint property. The ambience also looks
very high-class thanks to U999 Black in PerfectSense Premium
Matt and Premium Gloss. The only contrast to this is H1714 ST19
Lincoln Walnut, which with its warm natural colour provides the
perfect blend between nature and modernity, just like the EPL175
Dark Bedollo Walnut flooring used.
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The combination in this room shows natural contrasts. The H1186 TM37 Dark Brown Garonne Oak
gets extremely good depth thanks to the matt lacquer finish. A naturalness never achieved for
dark woods is created that is light in the base and dark through the grain. The decor is shown
off to particularly good effect by the light F416 ST10 Beige Textile and the valuable contrast in
U399 ST9 Garnet Red. Finally, the natural-coloured EPD034 Natural Berdal Oak flooring ensures
a harmonious overall appearance.

H1186 TM37

F416 ST10

U399 ST9

EPD034

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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Contemporary kitchens are designed to be spacious. They form the central
meeting point in every home, which then connects other rooms such as the
dining room, living room and study. Because of this generosity, dark colours
are increasingly used that are close to Italian design.
The H3180 TM37 Brown Halifax Oak is used here. The matt surface
particularly reproduces black cracks and knots in their full colour effect.
It combines perfectly with U999 PM Black. The emotion in this kitchen is
created, among other things, by the matt worktop in F206 PT Black Pietra
Grigia. Exuding so much elegance, the only choice can be a dark floor in
EPL127 Dark Santino Stone.

Additional details regarding all
PerfectSense lacquered boards
are available at
www.egger.com/perfectsense

H3180 TM37

F206 PT

U999 PM

EPL127
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U999 TM28

The matt-textured PerfectSense Feelwood surface
of U999 TM28 Black offers a modern look with an
authentic texture. This kitchen in Aurach near
Kitzbuhel (AT) show an impressive application.

PerfectSense Feelwood
lacquered boards and
PerfectSense Premium
Matt and Premium Gloss
have both been awarded a
“Winner” German Design
Award for their outstanding
design quality.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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www.egger.com
UAB “EGGER Baltic”

EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Brilon

Žygio g. 91 – 61

GmbH & Co. KG

LT-08234 Vilnius

Im Kissen 19

t +370 5 219 0003

DE-59929 Brilon

sc.baltics@egger.com

t +49 2961 770 - 0
info-bri@egger.com
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All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. Due to variables in the printing process, colours may vary slightly from the actual product.
Colour-matching decor selection only possible on the original sample. Decor illustrations on a scale of 1:2. Subject to technical modifications and printing errors.

